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Why Haworth? Pourquoi Haworth?

As one of the world's largest workspace manufacturers, we have spent years studying the way people work. We understand that your spaces have to perform on many levels.

Inside our company you'll find solutions to help you create inspiring workspaces that look great, anticipate change, support multiple applications, maximize technology, and deliver time-tested quality and durability.

FIND YOUR DEALER

For contact information for our authorized regional dealers, please refer to our updated list available at www.haworth.com/government under the Canadian Federal section.

PROCUREMENT SOLUTIONS

SA product solutions include:
- Systems Furniture
- Storage and Casegoods
- Seating
- Tables
- Collaborative

Quality/Confidence
- “Outstanding” Supplier Rating by GSA
- ISO 9002
- ISO 14001
- Greenguard
- ANSI/BIFMA

Convenience
- National Network of Experienced
- Servicing Dealers

Service
- Design
- Installation
- Project Management
- Leasing
- Reconfiguration

Best Value
- Product
- Price
- Delivery
- Proven Performance

Why Haworth? Pourquoi Haworth?

En tant que l’un des plus grands fabricants de mobilier pour espaces de travail au monde, nous avons consacré des décennies à étudier la façon dont les gens travaillent. Nous comprenons que vos espaces doivent performer à plusieurs niveaux.

Au sein de notre entreprise, vous trouverez des solutions pour vous aider à créer des espaces de travail qui ont fière allure, devancent les changements, soutiennent plusieurs applications, optimisent la technologie et offrent une qualité et durabilité indéniables.
Category 1:  
Interconnecting Panels and Freestanding Systems

Compose® Systems  
DESIGNED BY STUDIO & PARTNERS & BOB WAYNER

Today’s workspaces must be highly versatile to support collaboration, communication, and individual work—often all at once. Offering panels of varying heights and freestanding options within an integrated system, Compose provides global cohesiveness, as well as the adaptable functionality needed for ever-changing workstyles and environments.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Intuity® Benching
DESIGNED BY BANGDESIGN & HAWORTH DESIGN STUDIO

Intuity makes it easy to design an engaging, collaborative environment that supports a variety of workstyles. Intuity’s simple kit-of-parts design makes changes quick and simple, while providing opportunities to maximize space—now and in the future.

See webpage

Beside® Storage
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH DESIGN STUDIO

Beside Storage features a light-scale, residential aesthetic that responds to the blending of the work office and home office. Beside can be used alone in a storage-based application, or together with Reside Desking to provide a wide range of application and planning.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
A Series® Storage
DESIGNED BY STEFFEN LIPSKY

A Series broadens the breadth of application and design options and furthers the aesthetic flexibility needed to enhance the workplace.

See webpage

Jive® Tables
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH

Whether it’s a quick collaboration or a formal meeting, Jive tables support today’s needs. Jive fosters a healthy workplace through a wide range of shapes, sizes, and bases—offering comfort for a variety of postures. As needs change, Jive tables makes it easy to reconfigure rooms or floorplates.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
**X Series® Storage**

DESIGNED BY STEFFEN LIPSKY

With X Series, you have one platform and countless possibilities. An incredible breadth of aesthetic and design elements gives you the freedom to use X Series anywhere you want. This family of functionality conforms to any workstyle, workplace, or work budget.

See webpage

---

**X Series® Casegoods**

DESIGNED BY STEFFEN LIPSKY

Fluctuating business climates require organizations to adapt quickly and efficiently as priorities change. Your furniture must be nimble enough to respond to organizational changes—and your budget. X Series desks and casegoods adapt to your floorplate. Flex and grow. Convey your culture. Effectively leverage inventory. Accommodate your business needs with a variety of X Series applications without letting go of quality.

See webpage

---

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Hop® Height Adjustable Tables
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH

Hop’s extensive range of height-adjustable tables support diverse workstyle needs and embrace well-being principles in space design. Simple and functional, they bring versatility into any floorplan. Hop height-adjustable tables provide ergonomic solutions that promote movement for people throughout the day, while width-expandable bases accommodate a variety of top sizes and shapes. Designers will appreciate how Hop offers flexible design choices and easy specification—from base styles to worksurface shapes and finishes.

See webpage

Category 2: Freestanding Height Adjustable Worksurfaces

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Planes® Height Adjustable Tables  
DESIGNED BY DAN WEST  
Planes height-adjustable tables provide ergonomic solutions that give people the choice to sit or stand and change postures throughout the day. Either manual or electronic mechanisms are available to position the worksurface at the right height quickly and easily. 

See webpage

Planes® Height Adjustable Benching  
DESIGNED BY DAN WEST  
Planes height-adjustable benching provides ergonomic solutions that give people the choice to sit or stand and change postures throughout the day. Choose from single-sided and dual rectangles or 3-pack 120° configurations. 

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Upside Height-Adjustable Tables
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH

Upside height-adjustable table encourages posture changes to promote movement and well-being, so people can comfortably do their best work.

See webpage
Category 3: Filing and Storage Cabinets

X Series® Storage
DESIGNED BY STEFFEN LIPSKY

With X Series, you have one platform and countless possibilities. An incredible breadth of aesthetic and design elements gives you the freedom to use X Series anywhere you want. This family of functionality conforms to any workstyle, workplace, or work budget.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Be_Hold® Storage
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH

Be_Hold modular storage is a complete solution for ease of planning across an open floorplate. In one storage platform, Be_Hold offers variety and choice to accommodate the spectrum of work activities people do throughout the day.

See webpage
Category 4:
Wood Veneer - Freestanding Products

Masters Series®
DESIGNED BY STEFFEN LIPSKY

Masters Series is a complete private office product line that gives designers choices to be creative, enables personalization for users, contributes to unique branded environments, and supports sustainability principles. Easily expand your options by utilizing our Tailored Solutions™ customization capability in your designs.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Category 5: Ancillary and Lighting Products

Monitor Arms
DESIGNED BY HAWORTH AND ERGOTRON

These fully adjustable monitor arms enable precise positioning of monitors, TVs, and tablets for greater productivity and ergonomic comfort. With a diverse selection, they enhance flexibility, encourage collaboration, and promote well-being for a wide range of users. They support single or multiple displays to free up worksurface space and help work flow efficiently.

See webpage
Technology Accessories
DESIGNED BY ERGOTRON

Outfit your workstation with technology accessories to help make you more comfortable at the computer and enhance efficiency. Highly flexible, these options give you more control over your space. The tools fit a wide range of workspaces and workstyles as they accommodate individual ergonomic needs.

See webpage

LIM®
DESIGNED BY RALPH REDDIG & PABLO PARDO

Minimalist design for shrinking footprints.

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Pixo
DESIGNED BY FERNANDO PARDO & PABLO PARDO

With a playful design and a range of color options, Pixo makes it easy to bring a little fun to any workstation.

See webpage

Brazo
DESIGNED BY RALPH REDDIG & PABLO PARDO

A task lamp that transforms.

See website

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
Power Modules

See webpage

Please note: multiple sizes, configurations and finishes available to correspond with standard SA requirements.
HAWORTH